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Abstract
Heat pumps (HP) are a key technology to reduce CO2 emissions in buildings. Yet, profitability of HP-based
systems is often poor due to high electricity prices compared to gas prices. Consequently, HP-based systems
in new non-residential buildings in Germany only accounted for 17 % in 2018 [1]. However, the German
government intends to introduce carbon pricing which could increase HPs´ market penetration.
To evaluate the profitability of all-electric systems in non-residential buildings, the energy system of an old
military hospital, which is transformed into a technology and laboratory center called FUBIC, is designed.
We create the building model and analyze the building´s thermal demand using Modelica. Based on this, a HPbased all-electric and a conventional supply scenario are modelled. As KPI, we calculate the annuity and CO2
emissions in both 2018 and 2030 based on three carbon pricing scenarios.
Results show that, despite its lower emissions, HP-based system´s annuity is lower than that of the
conventional scenario regardless of the carbon pricing scenario. The main cost drivers are the demand-related
costs which can be decreased by advanced operating strategies.
© HPC2020.
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1. Motivation
Over the last years, the German government introduced measures in order to reduce CO2 emissions. These
measures mainly focus on the electricity sector representing 21 % of the final energy demand in Germany [2].
Here, the share of renewable energies (RE) in total electricity generation reached 37.8 % in 2018, aiming at
80 % by 2050 [3]. In contrast to that, in the heating and cooling sector, which has a share of 50 % of the final
energy demand, RE sources only accounted for 14 % in 2018 [2,4]. Obviously, implementing RE sources in
the heating sector would contribute strongly to a decrease in total CO2 emissions in Germany. This is why the
German government set the aim for an almost climate-neutral building stock by 2050 [5]. One measure to
achieve this is to substitute fossil-based heat generation systems by those utilizing RE sources [5]. In this
context, sector coupling plays a key role. By coupling the electricity and the heating sector, the already realized
shift towards REs in the electricity sector can be exploited even more. This is why according to [6] and [7],
the electrification of the heating sector is crucial for achieving a holistic energy transition and reach the set
aims for 2050. In this study, we refer to heating and cooling systems merely utilizing electricity as energy
source as all-electric systems.
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In the context of all-electric systems, heat pumps (HPs) and chillers are key technologies as they can utilize
RE sources (electricity supply and ambient energy) and enable sector coupling. However, in non-residential
buildings, the primary energy source is gas and HP-based systems only account for 17 % in new buildings,
assuming even lower ratios in the building stock [1]. Nevertheless, non-residential buildings´ share in the total
energy demand in the building sector was 37 % in 2014 [8]. This trend is also reflected in the poor amount of
current research activities on all-electric systems in the non-residential building sector [9].
A major obstacle to the prevalence of all-electric systems is their profitability. Compared to oil or gas prices,
electricity is approximately 4 to 5 times more expensive in Germany [10]. However, fuel prices are strongly
fluctuating and their development is uncertain. In addition, there have been some recent developments towards
pricing of carbon dioxide, which would strongly influence the given comparison.
This paper contributes to the economic profitability of all-electric systems based on HPs by following steps:
· In chapter 2, an overview of typical energy supply systems in non-residential buildings as well as
current and future regulatory boundaries are given.
· We present the developed simulation-based approach for economically and ecologically assessing
two supply systems in chapter 3. In addition, future scenarios regarding the development of CO2
factors and CO2 pricing are discussed.
· In chapter 4, we show that profitability of HP-based all-electric systems strongly depends on
regulatory and economic boundary conditions. Despite their potential to reduce CO2 emissions, allelectric systems are not necessarily profitable regardless of the carbon pricing scenario applied.
· Based on the results, we deduce a break-even point for CO2 pricing as well as electricity and gas
prices and derive measures in order to support the spread of HP-based all-electric systems.
2. State of the art: Energy supply systems and price development
2.1. Energy supply systems in non-residential buildings
In Germany, the majority of energy systems in non-residential buildings is fossil-based [11]. Besides
agriculture, gas is the primarily used energy source. District heating is the second leading source whereas
electricity has only small shares. Considering the prediction for the shares of energy sources used for space
heating given in [12], we detect a decreasing amount of used gas whilst at the same time increasing renewables
such as biomass or geothermal energy. According to the forecast, the absolute consumption of electricity used
for space heating remains almost constant between 2009 and 2050 indicating that HPs´ share will remain
constant as well.
According to the forecasts presented in [12], electricity will not dominate future heating supply. One reason
are high electricity prices in comparison to the other energy prices [10]. This results in the decreased integration
of HPs despite their higher efficiency in comparison to conventional heat generators. In addition, HPs have
higher capital-related cost when compared to conventional boilers even reinforcing this effect. One aspect
which might increase the profitability of HP-based energy systems, however, is the development of carbon
pricing. Over the last years, different measures to price CO2 emissions have been introduced which will greatly
influence the profitability of energy systems and thus the choice of energy sources. As HPs support the
integration of REs, carbon pricing would encourage their implementation.
2.2. Current and future energy and CO2 prices
When assessing the profitability of energy systems, regulatory and economic boundary conditions strongly
influence the results. The following chapter summarizes current and future energy price developments as well
as methods of carbon pricing.
A major reason for the prevalence of gas-based heating systems are low gas prices as well as their well-known
technology. Over the last 10 years, gas prices even dropped favoring the integration of gas-based energy
systems. In 2018, regular customers (20 – 200 GJ/a) paid 6.08 ct/kWh (all taxes included), whereas industrial
customers (100 – 1.000 TJ/a) paid 2.65 ct/kWh including consumption taxes (excluding value added tax
(VAT)). Since 2009, an average annual gas price decrease of 0.64 % for regular customers and 2.99 % for
industrial customers is observed. [7]
In contrast, increasing prices were recorded for electricity. Prices for the German regular customer (2.5 – 5
MWh/a) have risen by an average of 2.77 % per year over the past ten years. In the large customer segment (2
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– 20 GWh/a) the increase was slightly lower at 2.19 % per year. In the second half of 2018, German electricity
prices amounted to 12.44 ct/kWh for industry (consumption taxes included, VAT excluded), respectively. [7]
Obviously, gas prices are 4 to 5 times lower than electricity prices given the current regulatory and boundary
conditions. Therefore, HP-based energy systems would have to reach a SCOP of 4 to 5 in order to achieve
equal operating costs which is usually not realistic [13].
Nevertheless, the current regulatory and economic boundary conditions are under constant change. A factor
which could strongly influence the given conditions is carbon pricing. Over the last years, various forms of
carbon pricing have been introduced as a measure to beat climate change in many countries. There are currently
two types of CO2 pricing systems [14]:
· Direct pricing by applying e.g. taxes
· Indirect pricing by introducing certificate trading [15]
In Europe, the latter is realized by the EU Emissions Trading System (ETS). Sectors which are covered by the
system are the energy, industrial and EU-aviation sector. Sectors like the traffic, building, small industry,
agriculture and waste sector are referred to as Non-ETS sectors. For these, EU member states set the goal for
2030 to reduce emissions by 38 % compared to 2005. In 2018, however, the German government decided to
extent the ETS to the heating and traffic sector. They intent to introduce 3 phases in Germany [16]:
1. From 2021 to 2025: CO2 certificates are sold for fixed prices starting from 10 €/t in 2021 to 35 €/t in
2025.
2. In 2026: A certificate auctioning system is introduced with prices ranging from 35 to 60 €/t combined
with a fixed upper limit for overall emissions.
3. From 2027 onwards: Based on the findings of the former phases, the necessity of upper and lower
boundary prices is checked and the system will be adapted accordingly.
In contrast to the implemented trading system in Germany, other countries like Switzerland have introduced a
direct pricing system realized by a carbon tax. Starting from 2008, the Swiss government has taxed fossil fuels
like gas and oil, gradually adapting the price per ton CO2 depending the overall emission level.
This development will strongly influence the profitability of all-electric systems in comparison to conventional
heating systems and might favor the spread of HP-based energy systems.
3. Methodology
In order to economically assess HP-based systems in the non-residential building sectors, a simulation-based
approach is adopted to compare two supply scenarios for the refurbishment process of an office and laboratory
building called FUBIC. One scenario represents a state-of-the-art set up based on a condensing gas boiler
(CGB) whilst the other scenario is a HP-based all-electricity scenario and thus is not common in non-residential
buildings.
3.1. Simulation-based assessment of FUBIC

Fig. 1. Simulation-based assessment of a conventional and a HP-based all-electric supply scenario.
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The use case is a former military hospital in Berlin, which is transformed into a business, laboratory and
innovation center called FUBIC. The center will host start-ups and young companies of the sectors life science,
health, communication and IT. FUBIC´s area will be divided into 30 % laboratory spaces, 60 % office spaces
and 10 % ancillary areas.
In an early planning phase within the construction process of a building, the operating costs have to be
estimated. In practice, this is usually done by applying static calculation methods. However, once the building
operation starts, it becomes obvious that a priori estimated energy demand and actual energy consumption
often differ greatly [13]. This is especially true for HP-based systems. HPs’ efficiency strongly depends on
external boundary conditions such as supply and ambient temperatures impeding the prior estimation of energy
consumption and thus operating costs.
In this context, dynamic simulations are a promising tool to overcome this obstacle. Dynamic models enable
a more realistic assessment of building and energy system performance and behavior. In order to compare the
two supply scenarios described before, the two energy systems are implemented in the modelling language
Modelica. The used models derive from either the Modelica Standard Library or the AixLib [16]. In this way,
we can depict the physically implied dynamics.
In this study, we apply a 4-step approach (s. figure 1). In a first step, we analyze FUBIC´s floor layout deducing
zones with similar utilization and boundary conditions (e.g. laboratories, group office, etc.). As a result, we
obtain 9 zones which are the basis of the following energetic analysis. For each of these zones, we estimate
people presence influencing the use of lights and other electrical devices based on weekly profiles from the
Swiss standard SIA 2024 [17]. These boundary conditions serve as inputs for the simulation program and result
in both an electrical and a thermal demand in step 3. In the final step, these demands are covered by the supply
scenarios. Finally, we can estimate the annuity as well as CO2 emissions based on the resulting energy demand
and maximum thermal loads of the whole system.
3.1.1. Step 1 to 3: FUBIC´s thermal demand
A building model representing the demand side is the first model to be used for the simulation of a building
energy system (s. figure 1). It considers various usage purposes of areas inside FUBIC. For modeling such a
large multi-zone building, considering various usage purposes of its areas, a reduced order model approach
developed by Lauster et al. [17] is applied. The model, which is available in AixLib [16], joins the building
physics based on the German Guideline VDI 6007 [18] and the models for internal gains caused by persons,
machines and lighting. As described in the guideline, the thermal response of the building can be calculated
by using an electric equivalent model with resistances and capacities. In this way, the computation time is
reduced considerably resulting from fewer parameters and equations.
For the parametrization of the electric equivalent model, the open-source software tool TEASER [19] is applied.
It is used to calculate the resistances and capacities based on information about the geometry and physical
properties of the building. Furthermore, TEASER includes a statistical database of representative building
setups und thus enables a quick generation of archetype buildings with little input data. The parameters are
exported by TEASER in such a structured format that they can be automatically imported into AixLib [16],
with which the building model is set up.
The FUBIC building model is extended from an institute building archetype with laboratories. The input data
for this archetype is summarized in table 1.
Table 1. Input parameters for simulation tool TEASER for the FUBIC building: Geometry and physical properties.
Number of floors

6 above-ground floors

Net leased area

11,112 m²

Zone layout

Elongated, h = 1 floor

Construction type, year

Heavy, 2018

Ventilation

Mechanical ventilation

With the information extracted from the floor plans, rooms of an equal or similar usage type are classified into
one thermal zone, which is assigned with use conditions based on the German standard DIN V 18599 and SIA
2024 [17,20]. The various use conditions determine features like the room set temperatures, air exchange rates,
occupancy profiles, internal gains and others. Figure 2 visualizes the resulting zoning of FUBIC
4
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Fig. 2. Classification of FUBIC into thermal zones of equal usage.

The internal gains in the building model include the occupancy of persons, usage of machines and lighting
with schedules. The schedules are based on Swiss standard SIA 2024 [17] and are modified for the FUBIC
building. For each zone a week profile is defined, considering the difference between weekdays and weekends.
The German standard DIN V 18599 [20] also defines the range of indoor comfort temperatures, air exchange
rates and conditions of the supply air for each zone. Reference room temperature set points for cooling are
given by the German guideline VDI depending on the outdoor temperature to reduce energy demand. [21]
External loads are estimated with weather data given in Test Reference Years (TRY) for Berlin. Germany's
National Meteorological Service [22] offers localized weather data of an intermediate TRY as well as special
TRYs with a cold winter or a hot summer.
As a simulation result, 4 different thermal demand types are determined in step 3, which are covered by the
supply scenarios. The 4 thermal demand types are distinguished as follows:
· Dynamic heating via the ventilation system and static heating via the floor heating system
(FHS)
· Dynamic cooling via the ventilation system and additional cooling via recirculation coolers
All in all, 67 % of the heat demand and 22 % of the cooling demand are supplied via the central air handling
unit whilst the residual demand is covered by the FHS and the recirculation coolers respectively.
3.1.2. Step 4: Scenario assessment
The main difference between the assessed scenarios is the heat generation system. In the conventional scenario,
a CGB is used whilst in the all-electric scenario an air-to-water HP and an electrical backup heater cover
FUBIC´s heat demand. The electrical backup heater supports the heat when outdoor temperature drops below
a predefined bivalence temperature of -2 °C [23]. Furthermore, the HP is equipped with a modulating
compressor (30 to 100 % of design load) as thermal demand is strongly dynamic and thus heat demand can be
covered more precisely. In order to guarantee more flexibility, a buffer storage is implemented connecting the
HP and the air handling unit (AHU) in parallel. The buffer storage is loaded based on a hysteresis of 5 K while
the FHS is controlled by a supply temperature control and a PID controller.
The implemented HP model is taken from the open source library AixLib [16]. It represents a grey box model
in which the HP´s COP is based on the Carnot efficiency. The HP´s COP is calculated as follows [16]:

 = 


(  )

(1)

In equation 1,  and  represent the condenser and evaporator leaving temperatures. The Carnot
efficiency  is assumed to be 50 % and describes the ratio of the HP´s actual COP to the theoretical
maximum COP [24]. The implemented model computes transient behaviour using a first order differential
relation for the condenser and evaporator water and air volumes. For further information, see documentation
of open source model AixLib.Fluid.HeatPumps.Carnot_y [16].
5
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In the given use case, heat has to be supplied at two temperature levels: 50 °C to provide for the AHU´s heat
demand and 35 °C for the FHS. These low temperatures support the utilization of HP-based systems, as HP´s
COP increases with decreasing supply temperatures (s. equation 1). However, HP´s COP is more significantly
influenced by external factors such as the ambient temperature as well as the operating point. In addition,
process heating and cooling demand are less flexible demands compared to e.g. space heating. These boundary
conditions pose additional requirements for the energy system which is why conventional heat generators are
more common in cases like that. Their efficiency does not depend strongly on supply temperatures making
prior estimation of energy demands easier. The adopted simulation-based approach, however, enables the
detailed analysis of HP´s operation and thus overcomes this obstacle.
3.2. Energy market scenarios
When evaluating the profitability of energy systems, the economic and regulatory boundary conditions
strongly influence the outcome. In the following chapter, we analyze important factors that influence the
economic assessment of HP-based energy systems focusing on energy prices and CO2 emissions in Germany.
3.2.1. Development of energy and carbon pricing
Based on the recent development of electricity prices (s. chapter 2.2), a price increase for electricity is assumed
for future-related evaluations in this study. Despite the observed decrease in gas prices, the World Energy
Outlook New Policies Scenario predicts that gas prices will increase as of 2020 [25]. In the following use case,
an increase to 5 ct/kWh for industry (≙ large customers) by 2030 is presumed. Regarding electricity prices,
the past trends are extrapolated, resulting in 16 ct/kWh for industrial customers.
Apart from that, carbon prices also influence the economic assessment of energy systems. However, their
future development is uncertain as they have just or not yet been introduced in some countries. Nevertheless,
they will strongly influence the profitability of energy systems and should thus be included in an economic
assessment. In this work, the focus lies on the development in Germany and three scenarios are deduced.
The first scenario reflects an old policies scenario. Here, no carbon pricing is introduced which is referred to
as the no costs scenario (NC scenario). In addition, a low costs scenario (LC scenario) is introduced. As the
German government discusses the option to introduce a lower boundary of 35 €/t for carbon pricing starting
in 2027. In the LC scenario, this is assumed to stay constant until 2030. In contrast to that, a third scenario is
evaluated in which the future trend for pricing carbon from 2021 until 2025 is extrapolated resulting in a price
of 66 €/t in 2030. We refer to this scenario as high costs scenario (HC scenario).
3.2.2. Future CO2 factor
When evaluating the costs for carbon, it is necessary to predict the mass of CO2 emissions caused by the
respective energy system. In this context, CO2 factors play an important role as they allow to estimate the CO2
emissions per kWh of an energy source.
Since it depends on the chemical properties of an energy source, its CO2 factor does not underlie timedependent changes in most cases. This applies, for example, to natural gas (approx. 202 g/kWh) and heating
oil (approx. 266 g/kWh).
Due to the Energiewende the composition of the so called electricity-mix in Germany and likewise its CO2
factor are subject to steady changes. The past development and a prediction of this CO2 factor is shown in
figure 3. As the share of RE in the electricity mix has the highest impact on the CO2 factor, the prediction is
calculated with a linear function of this share. This function is based on past data points of the CO2 factor and
RE share in Germany. The future development of the RE share itself is also a linear function with the goals of
the German government being the interpolation points. Obviously, the CO2 factor will decrease in the next
years due to an increasing RE share. Additionally, it is shown that by 2042 the CO2 factor of electricity will
be lower than the factor of gas.
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Fig. 3. Development of the CO2 factor of the average German electricity mix in recent years and in the future.
The CO2 factors of gas and oil are given as benchmarks.

The presented methodology enables the simulation-based assessment of the two developed supply scenarios.
As a result, we obtain the operating costs of the system which depend on the energy prices and the CO2 factor
respectively.
3.2.3. Key performance indicators
Based on the deduced energy prices and CO2 factors the two scenarios are compared. In order to evaluate the
systems from an ecological point of view on the one hand, the annual CO2 emissions caused by the cooling
and heating system are calculated. On the other hand, the system´s annuity is used to compare the profitability
of the two scenarios. The annuity calculation bases on the German guideline VDI 2067 [26]. According to VDI
2067 the annuity consists of 3 cost types: the capital- (cap), demand- (dem), and operation-related costs (op).
The capital-related costs are based on a market analysis on component investment costs. The demand-related
costs derive from the simulation results and the electricity, gas as well as carbon prices of the respective year
(s. chapter 3.2.1. and 3.2.2.). The operation-related costs are calculated as a fixed percentage of the capitalrelated costs which depend on the component type [26]. The annuity-based capital-related costs depend on the
component service life. The components considered are the HP, the chiller, the CGB and the electrical heater.
Results and discussion
The resulting thermal demands of the FUBIC building are shown in figure 4. The heating power is mostly
required in the cold season (September to April). At the start of the simulation, a considerable heat demand is
detected as a result of the initialization process but not taken into account for the demand analysis.
Regarding the cooling demand, a base load of around 80 kW covered by the additional cooling can be identified
throughout the entire period (additional cooling). This is caused by the cooling demand of the servers. The
dynamic cooling demand, however, is primarily required for cooling and dehumidification of the outdoor air
in the warm season (May to August).
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Fig. 4. Simulated heat (above) and cooling (below) demands of the FUBIC building using a TRY with a cold winter.

The presented thermal demands are the basis for the choice of a supply system. The simultaneous occurrence
of heating and cooling demand e.g. impedes the use of a reversible HP. This is why a chiller has to be
implemented in order to meet the cooling demand throughout the whole year. Nevertheless, a major advantage
of HPs over CGBs is that while generating heat at a high temperature level at condenser site they extract heat
at evaporator site at a lower temperature level at the same time. Usually, the extracted heat is taken from the
ambient air or ground. However, as FUBIC´s heating and cooling demand occur simultaneously, the extracted
heat can be used to partially cover the cooling demand. In this use case, the interaction is realized by a hydraulic
connection via the ice storage. Here, the HP´s evaporator as well as the chiller´s evaporator are hydraulically
connected via the ice storage. Hence, both the HP and the chiller can cover the cooling demand and synergy
effects can be realized.
Based on the given energy demand structure, the two presented supply scenarios are assessed. Figure 5 depicts
the simulation results. We compare the annual CO2 emissions as well as the resulting negative annuity of the
conventional (C) and the HP-based all-electric scenario (AE) in 2018 and in 2030. The annuity is negative in
all scenarios as only costs are considered in this study. The biggest share in total costs are the demand-related
costs. They make up 82 to 90 % of the annuity depending on the regarded scenario.
In 2018, the annuity of the conventional scenario is 35 % lower compared to the all-electric scenario. This
effect is explained by lower gas prices per kWh in comparison to electricity prices in Germany as well as lower
capital-related costs. CBGs´ capital-related costs are 50 % lower than those of HPs.
From an ecological point of view, the conventional scenario leads to an increase in CO2 emissions of 2 % in
2018. However, this does not have any effect on the operating costs as carbon is not priced yet in Germany.
Consequently, given the present boundary conditions, the all-electric system is not more profitable than the
conventional scenario. The savings in CO2 emissions are negligible as the current electricity mix in Germany
is still mainly based on conventional energy sources.
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Fig. 5. Comparison of CO2 emissions and annuity of the conventional and HP-based all-electric scenario for 2018 (left) and 2030 (right).
In 2030, two scenarios for future CO2 pricing are considered (NC = no costs; LC = low costs; HC = high costs). The system annuity is
divided into the annual capital- (cap), demand- (dem) and operating-related (op) costs.

In 2030 however, the three introduced carbon pricing scenarios (NC, LC, HC) are taken into consideration
which have an effect on the demand-related costs. As the share of REs in the German electricity mix increases,
overall CO2 emissions for both scenarios decrease. So even if the electricity consumption remains the same in
2030, overall emissions will be lower as the CO2 factor of electricity decreases (s. figure 3). This effect is not
applicable for the CO2 emissions caused by the CGB. As explained in chapter 3.2.2., the CO2 factor of gas
depends on the chemical structure only and thus will remain constant in the future. As a result, the difference
in CO2 emissions in 2030 between the regarded scenarios increases to 18 %. Obviously, all-electric systems
lead to higher CO2 emission savings in the future. The reduction of CO2 emissions simultaneously leads to
decreased operating costs in 2030 due to carbon pricing.
Despite this effect, the system annuity of the conventional system is lower compared to the HP-based allelectric system in all of the regarded carbon pricing scenarios. This can be explained by the low percentage of
carbon costs in the total demand-related costs. In the conventional scenario, costs for CO2 emissions make up
11 and 19 % in the LC and HC scenario respectively. In the HP-based all-electric scenario, however, carbon
costs only account for 8 and 14 % (LC and HC scenario respectively). Obviously, even though the carbon costs
double in the HC scenario compared to the LC scenario, they do not influence the overall trend significantly.
For the given comparison, we calculate a break-even price for CO2 of 559 €/t which results in equal annuity in
the conventional and the all-electric scenario. Based on the researched forecasts for carbon pricing in 2030, we
assume this to be unlikely.
Based on the results, regarding external boundary conditions the development of electricity and gas prices will
more importantly influence the profitability of energy systems. In our use case, costs for gas and electricity
make up 81 to 92 % of the demand-related costs. Even though the energy price´s influence decreases in the
future as CO2 prices will presumably be introduced, they still account for the biggest percentage in annuity.
Nevertheless, in the conventional scenario, the demand-related costs increase by 80 % in the LC and by 99 %
in the HC scenario. In the LC (HC) scenario, this increase is caused to an extent of 61 % (66 %) by the
introduction of carbon pricing and to 39 % (34 %) by the rising gas prices.
Given the two regarded scenarios, the break-even gas price is 7.2 ct/kWh and the break-even electricity price
is 11.1 ct/kWh.
Consequently, the HP-based all-electric scenario can be profitable only considering external boundary
conditions in the future if either the gas price increases or the electricity price decreases in the large customer
9
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segment. Another key factor is the system efficiency. HPs´ COP strongly depends on external influences such
as the ambient temperature. In our case, a test reference year with a cold winter was chosen which decreases
HP´s COP significantly. Advanced energy management systems can increase system efficiency by shifting
HP´s operation e.g. to times of higher ambient temperatures. In addition, they enable the efficient coordination
of heating rod and HP as we focus on a bivalent system.
4. Conclusions and Outlook
In this study, the assessment of a common conventional CGB-based and a HP-based all-electric energy supply
scenario reveals that HP-based energy systems are not necessarily more profitable in the future. It becomes
obvious that considering the regarded three cost types, the demand-related costs (CO2 emissions costs and
costs for electricity/gas) make up the highest percentage.
Irrespective of the carbon pricing scenario, the conventional scenario´s annuity is lower despite its higher
emissions. The break-even price for CO2 is 559 €/t which is assumed to be unrealistic. Hence, carbon pricing
should be taken into consideration as it influences economic evaluation but it is not the main cost driver. In
addition, we calculate the break-even gas price which is 7.2 ct/kWh and the break-even electricity price which
is 11.1 ct/kWh for the large customer segment. Obviously, HP-based all-electric supply systems become more
profitable once gas prices increase or electricity prices decrease.
Apart from that, we prove that conventional supply systems are not necessarily more suitable for nonresidential buildings with complex energy demand structures. In the presented use case, heating and cooling
demand occur simultaneously and are highly fluctuating. In this context, a HP-based energy system enables
the exploitation of synergy effects between the heating and cooling systems. As HPs supply heat on condenser
site while extracting heat on evaporator site, heating and cooling demand can be covered simultaneously.
Nonetheless, a chiller and an electrical heater should be integrated to ensure secure energy supply throughout
the whole year. This synergy effect cannot be accomplished by a conventional technology such as the CGB
and needs an advanced energy management system for efficient operation.
All in all, profitability of HP-based all-electric systems mainly depends on the demand-related costs. Besides
from external boundary conditions such as the given prices for electricity and gas, these costs can be decreased
by high system efficiency. Intelligent operating strategies and an advanced energy management system support
the profitability of HP-based all-electric systems. For the use case presented in this study, the focus should lie
on the complex interaction of the heating and cooling system as they are coupled via an ice storage.
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Abstract
IEA Annex 52 is the first long-term evaluation of large-scale heat pump systems. The Annex aims to survey
and create a library of quality long-term measurements of GSHP system performance for commercial,
institutional and multi-family buildings. The IEA Annex 52 also aims to provide a set of benchmarks for
comparisons of such GSHP systems around the world.
The GSHP system in this report consists of two serial coupled heat pumps connected to a four-well aquifer
and produces both heating and cooling. Total heating capacity is 0.3 MW. Due to a complex system with poor
control system the Seasonal Performance Factor, SPFH4 is as low as 2.5 for the first year. Several control errors
have been identified, including a potential short circuit of the serial DHW heat pump, erroneous operation of
it for heating purpose and probable unnecessarily high condensation temperatures of the main heat pump.
The cooling system has high Seasonal Performance Factor, SPFC4 is 5.7 the first year. The system mainly
uses free cooling, but performance decreases significantly at low load, possibly due to poor pump control. All
system boundaries used are the IEA Annex 52 proposal
© HPC2020.
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the organizers of the 13th IEA Heat Pump Conference 2020.
Keywords: System performance; System boundaries; Large-scale heat pump system; Annex 52 long-term evaluation; Performance Factor,
Coefficeint of Performance; Office; GSHP; Sweden;

1. Introduction
1.1

Background

Measured long-term performance data for ground source heat pump systems serving commercial,
institutional and multi-family buildings are rarely reported in the literature [1].
IEA HPT Annex 52 [2] is focused on long term performance measurement of GSHP systems serving
commercial, institutional and multi-family buildings. Performance varies between different plants, and there
is a need of more knowledge of the underlying causes. An important part of Annex 52 is to develop a
methodology for measurement strategies and common system boundaries for larger heat pump systems. To
achieve this 40 GSHP monitoring case are studied, covering a range of applications, located in seven countries.
It is important to make analyses based on a large amount of data and to identify key performance indicators
when comparing different heat pumps.
More information with focus on factors that influence the performance is needed, identifying causes of low
performance and unnecessary errors that can be avoided in the future. One example that causes low
1
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performance of a GSHP system is for example dimensioning issues and suboptimal control systems. Reasons
of low performance needs to become visible, in order to get knowledge and understanding.
The over-all performance of a GSHP system is affected by the performance of the source side ground circuit,
as well as the heat pump unit performance and the load side circuit performance, including supplementary
heating and cooling. The varying design and complexity of GSHP systems poses challenges in comparable
performance factors.
Detailed long-term analyses of large GSHP systems for commercial, institutional and multifamily buildings
are rare. This article describes one of the 40 GSHP monitoring case studies and focuses on evaluating an
aquifer heat pump system. The system design is described, and Seasonal Performance Factors (SPF) are
analyzed from 2 years of measurement data.
1.1.1

System boundaries

The IEA Annex 52 project has identified the need of and proposed system boundaries for large-scale GSHP
system [3] based on the 2012 SEPEMO work [4]. The system boundaries are shown in Figure 1 below. The
system boundaries used in this report are 0, 1 and 4. System boundary 0 is the aquifer system, including pumps
and are discussed in chapter 3.1, system 1 is inside the heat pump cabinet and is estimated in chapter 3.2. The
project has good measurements for system boundary 4, this is examined in chapter 3.3

Figure 1 System boundaries according to the IEA Annex 52 project proposal (preliminary)

2

Methodology

One aim of the project is to aid the Annex 52 project in finding relevant system boundaries and test them.
Another is to evaluate the performance of the GSHP system and find Performance Factors on the different
system boundaries, whenever possible to calculate. This project has historic data from 2012-2014, data that
previously was analyzed by RISE in an earlier, different project. No newer measurements have been used, but
few changes have been made to the system until today, meaning the data is still valid for the system. The data
set consist on electrical energy metering on each heat pump and summed on all circulation pumps and energy
metering on aquifer, cooling, heating, subcooler heat and Domestic Hot Water, DHW, all on hourly basis.
Temperatures were only measured at the four wells of the aquifer; no additional temperature data is available.
Outdoor temperatures were taken from the SMHI [5] weather station at the nearby airport, corrected due to the
site’s much closer distance to a large lake and the elevation difference (140 m). The temperature was corrected
+0,8°C, which was the annual temperature difference between the now closed city weather site and the still
operating airport weather site, when comparing historic data. This approach is not perfect, as the variation is
great and the temperature difference is slightly higher in the winter, but no better correction was found.
2
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To understand the project a site visit was performed in October 2019.
2.1

Object

The heat pump and aquifer system serving an office building is located in southern Sweden, with
undisturbed ground temperature of about 6 °C. One advantage offered by aquifers is the seasonal storage and
another that different temperatures effectively could be stored separately, by using cold and warm wells.
Essential for good performance is to optimise temperature-levels, for optimal use of the advantageous
temperatures of aquifers. The system is described in Figure 2.

Figure 2 The heat pump and aquifer system. The Main heat pump (EM1) is using the aquifer as its heat source, while the DHW heat
pump (EM2) is using the subcooler of the Main heat pump as its heat source. Dashed green and brown lines show possible heat flows,
flows that are not intended according to the documentation, but are fully possible. All functionality is not described and especially the
dashed lines are symbolically drawn. Pictograms by TU Braunschwieg IGS, used with permission within the course of IEA HPT Annex
52

Figure 3 Explanation of pictograms used in Figure 2. Note that the heat pumps used are all dual compressor heat pumps and the
main heat pump has subcooler heat exchangers. Pictograms by TU Braunschwieg IGS, used with permission within the course of IEA
HPT Annex 52

The main heat pump (EM1) has a heating capacity of about 300 kW and has four compressors in two
refrigerant circuits, see Figure 2. The main heat pump (EM1) uses the aquifer as the heat source, while the
Domestic Hot Water (DHW) heat pump uses the subcooler of the main heat pump as the heat source. The
condenser of the main heat pump (EM1) heats the building, but with a change of two valves, the DHW heat
pump can also heat the building. At times with to low heating capacity of the subcooler, the condensor has the
possibility to heat the DHW as well, see dashed curved lines of Figure 2. The cooling system in the building
is, via two heat exchangers, connected to the aquifer and the evaporator of the main heat pump. According to
design documentation the main heat pump is used for heating, with temperature aid from the DHW heat pump
during winter conditions with need of high heating system temperatures. The subcooler has a setpoint of 20°C,
giving the DHW heat pump the possibility of high Coefficient of Performance (COP) when producing DHW.
3
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The setpoints of the heating system is 35°C at an ambient temperature of 0°C and 50°C at dimensioning
ambient winter temperature (-18°C), meaning a relatively low temperature system.
The strategy of the control system is to keep the condensing temperature of the Main heat pump (EM1) as
low as possible. The main heat pump is used for heating only, the control system can not start it for cooling
purpose, regardless of cooling demand. The cooling capacity is regulated by the flow from the aquifer, it has
no dependency control wise to the heat pump. There is a need of cooling all year round. The cold wells of the
aquifer are used at ambient temperatures above 12 °C, while the warm wells are used below 10 °C. There is
no other hysteresis in changing the well of the aquifer, meaning the wells will be changed many days of the
year. According to the site visit the wells are now (2019) changed manually instead.
2.2
2.2.1

Method
Calculation method

An estimated Performance Factor for heating on system boundary 1, PFH1, for the main heat pump was
calculated using the following formula:
 ≈

         


(1)

The only measurement done on the system boundary 1 for the main heat pump (EM1) is its own power
consumption, PEM1. The heat from the subcooler to preheat the DHW, QSubcooler DHW and the heat to the heating
system, QHeating system , are measured on system boundary 4. All energy supplied by the system originates from
the main heat pump, the DHW heat pump is only increasing the temperatures. This means that the power
consumption of the DHW heat pump, PEM2, should be subtracted from the total heat supplied to calculate the
performance factor of the main heat pump (EM1), PFH1. As losses in the system are not stringently taken into
account this can only be considered an estimate.
To be able to calculate Performance Factors on system boundary 4 the power consumption of the circulation
pumps and the heat pump compressors must be allocated to the heating and the cooling side. This is done based
on the heat and cooling produced for each hour of the year, according to the consensus in the Annex 52 project
group. Power consumption allocated for cooling is calculated according to:


,

=

 

     

 ∙  +  

(2)

While power consumption allocated for heating is calculated according to:
 

,

=

   

   

 ∙  +   + 

(3)

All circulation pumps are measured combined with one electrical energy meter; thus, the dedicated cooling
or heating system pumps could not be allocated directly to their side of the system. All circulation pump power
consumption is thus allocated according to the formulas, as this was the best possible method. The compressor
power consumption of the EM2 is only used to produce DHW and does not cool the aquifer, all that power
consumption is allocated to the heating side.
The calculation of the Performance Factor for heating on system boundary 4, PFH4, is calculated with the
following formula:
 =

         
   ,

(4)

The calculation of the Performance Factor for cooling on system boundary 4, PFC4, is calculated with the
following formula:

4
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 =

 

  ,

(5)

In this paper performance factor SPF and DPF are used, were SPF is calculated over one year and DPF is
calculated over 24 hours.
3

Results (Discussion)

The office building has a heating and cooling load according to Figure 4 below, the diagram has 24h average
values due to low resolution of energy data.

Figure 4 Heat and cooling load as a function of outdoor temperatures, average over 24h

As seen in Figure 4 the cooling load is highly dependent on the activities of the employees, during weekends
and holidays the cooling load is a fraction of the workdays. The same is not seen in heating, but the variations
at the same outdoor temperatures is very large. This could be due to the weather (sun/cloud) as the building
has very few shadowing buildings surrounding it, but no data could verify this.
A thermal balance of the entire system was done, showing good results, see Figure 5. The negative side is
sources of heat: The warm well of the aquifer, the compressors of the two heat pumps and the pumps in the
system. The positive side is the sink of heat: The cold wells of the aquifer, the heating system and the Domestic
Hot Water (DHW)

Figure 5 Thermal balance of the GSHP system, same months shown as in Figure 6

Total pump power consumption is high at low load conditions, especially compared to compressor power
consumption.

5
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3.1

IEA Annex 52 system boundary 0

The energy extracted and injected into the aquifer was measured, but as seen Figure 6, the resolution is low
(100 kWh per pulse). As the pump of the aquifer were not measured separately no Performance Factor could
be derived. In order to express the energy in kWh/h a 24-hour average value was calculated.

Figure 6 Heat extracted from and injected into the aquifer during one full year, mainly the first year in the time series, 24h average.

As seen in the diagram the pumps are at several occasions reversed, especially in April, May, September
and October. The16th of February, a cold day, the pumps reverse, and the cold well was used, clearly seen in
Figure 6. The control system didn’t handle the aquifer optimal, as mention in chapter 2.1 the flow direction of
the aquifer was change just according to ambient temperature, meaning the flow direction changes often in the
spring and autumn. According to a site visit (2019) this was now handled manually instead.
3.2
3.2.1

IEA Annex 52 system Boundary 1
Heating

The measured data of the office building is not enough to calculate the performance on individual heat
pump level but it could be estimated by subtracting the power consumption of the DHW heat pump (EM2)
from the total heat produced, see equation 1 in chapter 2.2.1. The only function of the DHW heat pump is to
increase the temperature from the main heat pump (EM1), EM2 has the main heat pump (EM1) as its only heat
source, see Figure 2. The heating Seasonal Performance Factor on system boundary 1, SPFH1 is estimated to
4.2 the first year and 3.7 the second year, when the DHW heat pump has a better control strategy. See chapter
3.4 for further details and discussion.
3.3

IEA Annex 52 System Boundary 4

On system boundary 4, see to Figure 1 for definition, meaning the entire heat pump installation, excluding
the heating, cooling and ventilation system of the building itself, all necessary data has been measured over
the period September 2012 to August 2014. The allocation of pump and compressor power consumption is
seen in equations 2 and 3, while the Performance Factors are calculated according to equations 4 and 5, all in
chapter 2.2.1
3.3.1

Heating

The following diagram over Daily Performance Factor, DPF, see Figure 7, has been developed to fully
understand the performance of a heat pump system at a glance. It directly shows that the heat pump system,
with four compressors in the main heat pump (EM1) and a total heating capacity of 300 kW, is oversized and
only uses one compressor in on/off mode most of the year. The maximum capacity used is 110 kW or 37 % of
installed capacity, despite both winters during the period having low temperatures. It also directly shows that
the heat pump system has almost the same performance factor regardless of heat output and that it at very low
output mainly collapses in performance.

6
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Figure 7 Overview of heat pump system performance factor H4 as a function of heat provided to the office building, blue line shows
lowest capacity without ON/OFF operation, red line maximum heating capacity at highest heating system temperatures (winter)

The heat pump system has been compared to a state-of-the-art heat pump system produced by a major
Swedish manufacturer in order to show the expected performance for a well-designed system, see Figure 8
below.

Figure 8 The heat pump system heating Daily Performance Factor, DPFH4, compared a state-of-the-art heat pump system

The second year the control system is changed September 16th, 2013, it is noted as a significant decrease of
power consumption of the DHW heat pump (EM2), but exact implication of the change is not known. This
clearly increases performance in the medium output region, but the change is reversed between January 15th
2014 and March 4th 2014, giving poor performance in the high output region again. The change is likely done
for the system to be able to deliver high enough temperature to the heating system, but that has not been
possible to verify, as temperature data is not available.
The heat pump system is within the range of the total pump energy seen in Figure 8 above (dashed lines),
15-33 % of total compressor power consumption, above 40 kWh/h average produced heat. Below 40 kWh/h
pump energy increases dramatically and is 90% at lowest heating load. This indicates a systematic error in the
control of circulation pumps, which could not be explained by the nature of the aquifer system.
It is difficult to understand that the DPFH4 is below one (1) at low capacity, worse than resistive heating,
but the control of the aquifer pumps is likely a major cause. The exaggerated pump power then gives very little
heat to the brine system, as little is being needed, the losses in the water-cooled pumps basically heats the
aquifer instead.
The Seasonal Performance Factor, SPFH4, is calculated to 2.5 for the first year and due to the change in the
control system the SPFH4 increased to 2.7 the second year. For a well-designed heat pump system, the SPFH4
is estimated to be able to reach 4 in the office building, around 50 % higher than the system used.
3.3.2

Cooling

The heat pump system is used to cool the building, it has a fairly constant equipment cooling load of 46 kWh/h clearly seen during heating season, but the main cooling load is during the short Swedish summer in
June, July and August.

7
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Figure 9 The heat pump system cooling Daily Performance Factor, DPFC4

As seen in Figure 9 the Daily Performance Factor, DPFC4, is high or very high during most of the year, but
at low load the performance is in parity with conventional chiller performance. It is clear from the data that the
cooling is mainly produced directly from the aquifer, by means of free cooling, else this high performance
would be impossible. The low performance at low load is likely due to poor control of the aquifer pumps, note
that the performance is low at low load even at the main cooling season, with very low heating demand, see
filled markers in Figure 9. The performance is thus not mainly an effect of the method used for allocating the
pump electricity. Note that the power consumption of the DHW heat pump (EM2) is not affecting the cooling
Performance Factor, it is accounted on the heating side only, see chapter 2.2.1.
A well performing aquifer system, with good pump management at lower load, could perform at the top
performance seen in Figure 9 most or all of the cooling season.
The Seasonal Performance Factor, SPFC4, is calculated to 5.7 for the first year and slightly higher 5.8 the
second year
3.4

The serial DHW heat pump (EM2)

The DHW heat pump (EM2) has the subcooler of the main heat pump (EM1) as its main heat source, it can
not use the aquifer directly as a heat source. The DHW heat pump (EM2) is designed to mainly produce
Domestic Hot Water, DHW, but can aid the main heat pump (EM1), only producing heat, to keep high enough
temperature in the heating system. This means that the DHW heat pump (EM2), at DHW production, should
use significantly less power than the main heat pump (EM1), else the thermal balance is not fulfilled. The
reason being the subcooler of the main heat pump produce a fraction of the total condenser heat and varying
depending on condensing temperature. The DHW heat pump has temperature wise good possibility to perform
well, meaning with low power consumption.

Figure 10 Power consumption of the DHW heat pump (EM2) as a function of the power consumption of the main heat pump (EM1).
Only compressor power consumption measured, no pumps included.
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Looking at the power consumption of the DHW heat pump (EM2) compared to the power consumption of
the main heat pump, see Figure 10, the DHW heat pump (EM2) has too high power consumption. With all
heat coming from the subcooler of the main heat pump, in a well-designed system, the ratio would be below
1:3 or at least 1:2 at all time, but mostly significantly lower. This is not the case, the main part of operation is
at higher ratios, especially the first year and during the winter the second year. This likely means that the EM2
is heated by the condenser of EM1, causing the lower than necessary Performance Factor seen in Figure 7 and
Figure 8. This is possible, circuit and control wise, see green long-dashed lines of Figure 2. Noteworthy is the
extreme low ratio in the left side of Figure 10. It is identified that the condenser of the DHW heat pump (EM2)
has the possibility, control and circuit wise, to heat its own evaporator, this possible short circuit could be the
reason for this extreme operation, see green long-dashed lines in combination with brown dashed lines of
Figure 2.
The line of orange rectangles along the x-axis in Figure 10 is likely when the EM2 is focused on producing
DHW, meaning the control system is operating correctly. In Figure 11 the DHW production as a function of
power consumption of the same heat pump is seen.

Figure 11 Domestic Hot Water production (DHW) as a function of power consumption of the DHW heat pump (EM2)

It is clear that the DHW heat pump (EM2) is operating in heating mode most of the first year and during
the winter of the second year, as the ratio is well below 1:1, meaning extensive unaccounted losses in the DHW
system as the only other possible solution. As far from full heating capacity of the main heat pump is not used,
see Figure 7, this is not optimal. One possible answer to this poor operation could be found on the nameplate
of the main heat pump, it is a chiller with a maximum return temperature of 45°C, meaning the DHW heat
pump possibly must aid it at higher heating system temperatures.
According to the nameplate of the DHW heat pump it is also a chiller, not a dedicated heat pump. It has the
same maximum return temperature (45°C), meaning about 5-10°C lower than what is necessary to handle
legionella temperatures according to Swedish legislation. This means the DHW heat pump continuously is
operating outside the envelope stated by the manufacturer, to handle the legionella temperatures, if it does. At
the site visit the return DHW circulation temperature was 8°C lower than the legislative requirement, and the
cover of the heat pump was removed for simple reset when the machine tripped a high pressure side alarm.
The building used about 15 MWh of DHW per year, including DHW circulation losses, a fraction of the
heat supplied (210-290 MWh). The DHW heat pump (EM2) is largely oversized for the purpose, giving it low
possibility to handle DHW temperatures accurately.
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3.5

The three-port rotary control valve

Figure 12 The three-port rotary control valve solution within the heating system, simplification of Figure 2. Pictograms by TU
Braunschwieg IGS, used with permission within the course of IEA HPT Annex 52

The three-port rotary control valve used between the main heat pump and the heating system, see Figure
12, leads to elevated temperature for the condenser, if not fully open at all time, causing lower Performance
Factor, especially at lower load operation, seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8. At the site visit the temperature
increased rapidly over the condenser, causing compressor stops after five minutes. Repeated short compressor
operating time can cause premature compressor failures and will lead to transient losses [1] that, especially in
combination with elevated condenser temperature, will lead to poor performance. The reason for the short
compressor operating time is likely that the three-port rotary control valve decreases the working fluid volume
for the heat pump to a minimum, by effectively cutting of the heating systems large fluid volume.
This three-port rotary control valve solution is not to be used in a well-designed heat pump system, except
for decreasing temperatures to sub heating systems with lower operating temperatures.
3.6

Discussion

The heat pump solution underperforms according to expected performance for a heat pump with an aquifer
heat source, heating a state-of-the-art Swedish office building with a low temperature heating system. The
unnecessary complexity of the system, with a DHW heat pump in series with the main heat pump and
unintuitive circuit layout means it is very difficult to understand when in operation. This was clearly stated by
the personnel met at the site visit.
Due to lack of temperature data no relevant uncertainty analysis for the performance factors could be
calculated
4

Conclusions

The GSHP solution in this report is complex, with a control system that most likely would need
improvements to perform well. The 0.3 MW total heating capacity is almost three-fold the maximum heating
demand seen during the two-year measurement period 2012-2014, despite having very cold winter days these
years. This means only two of the four compressors in the main heat pump will be used, most of the year there
is surplus heating capacity with only one compressor.
The DHW heat pump is seen operating many hours in heating mode, despite its purpose is for DHW. With
an unknown change to the control system the second year, made twice, the DHW heat pump heated the heating
system significantly less, meaning an overall higher performance factor for the system. Due to system design
the DHW heat pump has the ability to heat its own evaporator, it has been identified that it likely does that
during the first year. Moreover, the DHW was at times heated by the condenser of the main heat pump, causing
lower performance factor, instead of the intention of using the subcooler heat.
A three-port rotary control valve is restricting the flow to the heating system and thus likely elevating the
condensing temperatures of the main heat pump. This causes lower performance factors, but also leads to
shorter than necessary run time for the compressors, being observed during the site visit. This solution should
be avoided in heat pump heating systems. The Seasonal Performance Factor, SPFH4 is as low as 2.5 the first
year and 2.7 the second year.
The compressors of the heat pump system are not controlled to run actively at cooling operation, the aquifer
is then passively supplying the cooling to the building. This means a good potential for high performance
factors, but it deteriorated with lower load, suggesting pump management is poor. The pump power
10
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consumption is significantly higher than needed at low cooling demand. The cooling system has regardless
high Seasonal Performance Factor, SPFC4 was 5.7 the first year and 5.8 the second year.
No temperature data was available; thus no scientifically valid uncertainty analysis was possible to perform.
All system boundaries used in the report are the IEA Annex 52 proposal.
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Abstract
The need for retrofitting of residential buildings with energy efficient solutions requires for the development
of a wide range of solutions, suitable for different climates and buildings. In the present paper, a concept based
on a gas-driven sorption heat pump using geothermal source for evaporation is presented. A dynamic lupedparameter model was implemented in Dymola and used to verify the flexibility of the system in terms of
response to variable load and comfort conditions. The outcomes of the activity will be used to propose an
improved design of the system.
© HPC2020.
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of the organizers of the 13th IEA Heat Pump Conference 2020.
Keywords: sorpion; geothermal; residential.

1. Introduction
The building heating and cooling sector is accounting for a relevant amount of primary energy consumption
in Europe. So far, according to EU, less than 20% of heating and cooling is provided by renewable sources.
Heat pumps represent an innovative solution to increase the share of renewables at the building scale, thus
participating to the decarbonisation of the heating and cooling sector [1]. In order to make them suitable for
different climates, keeping high performance in terms of COP/EER also in severe conditions, the exploitation
of geothermal energy as ambient heat source/sink is considered of great interest [2]. In particular, advantages
of geothermal heat pumps include high efficiencies (COPs of ground source heat pumps are in the range 3–5
while COPs of air source heat pumps are in the range 2.3–3.5) and low operating costs [2]. The application of
ground-source heat pumps was investigated and proven in a wide variety of climates, including European
Mediterranean and Continental [3,4], Turkey [5], Iran [6] and China [7], as well as in different building
typologies, i.e. residential and commercial [4,8]. However, the exploitability of this resource in the built
environment, for retrofitting applications, becomes quite challenging due to both, technical and regulatory
constraints that limit the drilling procedures for the ground source heat exchangers (GSHEX) installation.
With this mind, the EU funded GEOFIT [9] project aims at the deployment of innovative geothermal heat
pump solutions for retrofitting applications. Particularly, an innovative hybrid geothermal heat pump will be
developed, tested and installed in two demo sites. Different hybrid geothermal heat pumps have been proposed,
such as a solar-geothermal heat pump able to exploit alternatively the heat from vacuum collectors or the
ground [10] or a hybrid configuration with the cooling tower and the ground loops connected together [11,12].
Instead, in the present work, the hybrid solution proposed consists of a hybrid gas-driven hybrid
adsorption/electric heat pump Indeed, this combination of thermally and electrically driven HP, despite the
lower thermal COP compared to an electrical vapour compression chiller, can be efficiently operated with a
smaller size GSHEX. This will make the heat pump more suitable for applications with reduced space
availability.
1
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In order to assess the feasibility of such a hybrid solution, a detailed dynamic model was developed in
Dymola environment. Adsorption heat pump and gas boiler were modelled by means of TIL Media Library,
TIL Suite and self-developed components to match the specific characteristics of the hybrid unit developed.
Particular focus was put on the control strategy for enhancing the comfort level achievable by the retrofit of
existing systems with the hybrid solution proposed. A first prototype will be developed by Fahrenheit GmbH
which will be tested at the CNR ITAE lab subsequently.
2. The GEOFIT sorption solution
The core of the hybrid sorption heat pump developed within GEOFIT is a gas-driven sorption heat pump,
whose main components are shown in Figure 1. It is based on the two-modules layout from Fahrenheit GmbH
commercial system. Each module consists of an adsorber/desorber and an evaporator/condenser. The desorber
is connected through the HTF circuit to the gas boiler that allows the regeneration of the sorption material. At
the same time, through the vacuum circuit, the refrigerant flows from the desorber to the condenser, that
supplies heat at the temperature level requested for space heating. The adsorber is connected in parallel to the
condenser through the HTF circuit. The vacuum circuit allows the flow of the refrigerant from the evaporator
to the adsorber. The ground heat exchanger allows the use of the soil as heat source for evaporation. The useful
effect delivered to the user is represented by the adsorption heat and condensation heat.

Figure 1: Main layout and thermal levels for GEOFIT hybrid gas-driven heat pump.

The main advantages in the utilization of such thermally-driven heat pumps as retrofitting solutions lies in
the possibility of using shallow GSHEXs with a superficial area significantly lower than that needed when the
heating system is represented by a vapour compression electrically-driven heat pump.
A schematic of a possible integration of the proposed gas-driven hybrid heat pump is depicted in Figure 2.
It is clear that the gas boiler is exploited both to drive the desorption process and to provide domestic hot water
(DHW) to the user. The typical distribution system used to increase the heat pump efficiency is a floor heating
system, while GHEX is used to provide heat of evaporation in winter and to dump heat of condensation in
summer.
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Figure 2: Schematic of the integration of the hybrid heat pump coupled to a gas boiler and the space heating system.

3. The modelling approach
The modelling approach used is schematically shown in Figure 3: Modelica language and Dymola
commercial software were chosen as simulation environment. The main reasons for such a choice are the
possibility of creating acausal and easily reusable models that, thanks to the FMU functionality of Dymola,
can be easily exchanged and integrated in other simulation environments[13,14]. In order to model the
refrigerant, the Heat Transfer Fluid (HTF) and the main components of the system, the commercial libraries
included in TIL Suite were employed. Correspondently, the same structure as for components already included
in the libraries, based on a cell level and a component level was employed also for the self-developed models.
In particular, standard models based on liquid cells were employed to model the heat exchanger and heat
transfer correlations, whereas self-developed model were used for the sorption equilibrium and the
vapour/liquid control volume of the evaporator/condenser. The gas boiler was modelled considering a constant
thermal power and an efficiency variable with part load and return temperature. All the components are
properly managed thanks to specifically developed controls. The main equations of the model are presented in
Table 1, while for a more detailed description of the Dymola model for the sorption unit, the reader is referred
to [15].
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Figure 3: Modelling approach.

4. System control and management
In order to give indications on the best management strategy for the hybrid heat pumps and its integration
in retrofitted systems, different controls were implemented and evaluated. In particular, three possible options
for controlling the system were considered:
a.
b.
c.

Variable flow rate of the pumps according to part load;
Step variation of the cycle time of the adsorption unit using the load requested by the user as target
variable;
Step variation of the cycle time of the adsorption unit using the temperature in the user circuit as target
variable.

The models for such components were developed in Dymola using existing components from Modelica
Standard Library.
Since the main goal for the system under the GEOFIT activity here presented is the retrofitting of existing
heating systems in different climates, two key elements play a particularly significant role:
1.
2.

the design of components, that must be as compact as possible;
the possibility of ensuring the same level of comfort and a flexible operation, in terms of adaptivity
to the load of the building.

The first goal can be achieved thanks to the use of zeolite/water working pair, applying the patented
crystallization technique developed by Fahrenheit [16], that has a significant higher power density when
compared to standard silica gel/water systems on the market [17].
4
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Instead, the second goal was the focus of the numerical activity here presented. Two key aspects were
evaluated: the possibility of delivering a constant temperature to the user under different climatic conditions
and the proper management of the sorption unit to be adaptable to user load.
Table 1: List of main equations used for the model implementation.
Component

Adsorber

Mass
balance
sorbent cell
Energy
balance
sorbent cell
Mass
balance
adsorber HEX
Energy
balance
adsorber HEX
Heat
transfer
sorbent/HEX
Sorption
equilibrium
Mass balance

Vapor Liquid
Equilibrium
(VLE) volume
evaporator/
condenser

Mass transfer

Gas boiler

Energy balance
Mass balance HEX
Energy
balance
HEX
Heat
transfer
refrigerant/HEX
Additional
equations
Mass balance
Linear
Driving
Force
Mass
transfer
coefficient
Thermal
power
output
Efficiency

Equation
̇ = ̇ + ̇
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̇ = ̇  

(17)

 =  ∗  +  ∗   +  ∗   +  ∗   −  ∗ P +  ∗  ∗ P −  ∗   ∗ P + ℎ

(18)

5. Results
To evaluate the adaptability of the heat pump to a variable user load, a signal with changing load (between
4 kW and 8 kW) was used, aiming at simulating a variable user demand. The first approach, based on varying
the heat transfer fluid flow rate, resulted not robust enough to let the adsorption machine being properly
operated. Accordingly, the control strategy based on the variation of adsorption cycle time as a function of
user load was implemented. To this aim, a multi-switch control was used, able to switch between different
cycle periods as a function of the expected requested power. Clearly, the higher is the power demand the lower
is the cycle time, in order to enhance the average heating capacity provided by the adsorption module, whose
behaviour is intrinsically discontinuous due to the physics of the adsorption process[18]. This control is not
based on a linear variation of the cycle time, but rather a step variation is investigated. To demonstrate the
effect of the variable cycle time on the average power, in Figure 4 the output power provided by the adsorption
heat pump is showed. The adsorption/desorption cycle time variation is clearly visible. The average heating
power provided increases from about 3 kW at 800 s cycle time up to 5 kW for 200 s cycle time.
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Figure 4: Adsorption machine output power (adsorption/desorption cycle control as a function of the load)

Analysing the temperature of water provided to the user Figure 5) it could be noted that the control works
properly when the load is 3 kW and the cycle time is 800 s. Differently, it tends to deviate from the target when
the power increases, most probably because the cycle time is reduced too much. This means that, to achieve a
proper management, a continuous variation of cycle time according to the measured values of the temperature
at each sampling time is needed.
45
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Temperature (°C)

41
200 s

39

8 kW

37
Target temperature

35
33
31

0

5

10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 80 85
Time (min)

Figure 5: Temperature delivered to the user (adsorption/desorption cycle control as a function of the load)

From such results, it is clear that, to get comfort conditions, it is necessary to use a control that allows a
finer tuning in terms of temperatures delivered to the user. Therefore, a second control was developed, that
manages in real time the adsorption/desorption cycle time as a function of the temperature delivered to the
user. The control compares the signal coming from the Tuser sensor with the set point (e.g. 35°C); if the
measured temperature is lower than the set point, this means that the heating load is higher than the one
produced by the adsorption machine, therefore the adsorption/desorption cycle time is reduced. If the measured
temperature is higher, than the cycle time is increased, because the requested heating power is decreasing.
Compared to the previous case, the cycle time is not imposed a priori, i.e. there is not a predetermined cycle
time as a function of the temperature, but rather a user-defined Δt is used for following the user heating demand:
-

When the feedback signal Tuser,measured-Tuser,set is <0, the cycle time is reduced of an amount Δt;
6
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-

When the feedback signal Tuser,measured-Tuser,set is >0, the cycle time is increased of an amount Δt;

Threshold values for minimum and maximum cycle time are imposed as well, to avoid inefficient operation
of the unit. Figure 6 reports the power delivered by the adsorption machine for a 30 min operation at variable
load with the implemented control. The feedback loop operates changing the cycle time with a Δt of 50 s. The
feedback signal is reported in Figure 6 as well. It is possible to notice that the average power output from the
sorption heat pump during an overall can be adjusted with this strategy. Furthermore, as confirmed by Figure
7, the proposed approach is able to keep the temperature level delivered to the user close to the target, thus
properly operating the adsorption machine. It will be then proposed for the implementation in the prototype to
be tested in the lab and then in the demo sites for the GEOFIT project.
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Figure 6: Adsorption machine output power (adsorption/desorption cycle control as a function of the temperature)- The red line
indicates the feedback signal based on Tuser,measured-Tuser,set
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Figure 7: Temperature of the water delivered to the user using the feedback control

6. Conclusions and future activities
The present paper presents the modelling activity of a novel hybrid sorption concept for retrofitting of
heating systems in existing buildings, using a gas-driven sorption heat pump and a ground-source HEX as heat
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source for evaporation. A dynamic model in Dymola was implemented, including a black-box model of the
gas boiler, as well as a detailed adsorption module which comprises heat and mass transfer mode as well as
equilibrium data for the given zeolite/water working pair. Particular focus was put on control and management
strategies for the system, evaluating the flexibility of the heat pump with variable load and temperature
conditions. The best control strategy identified is based on the continuous variation of cycle time according to
a feedback control on delivered temperature to the user. As shown in Figure 8, the next steps will include
model validation thanks to results from laboratory activity, as well as the definition of an improved design and
its adaptation to the pilot sites for the project.
Model implementation
Model verification under stationary
conditions
Evaluation of different control
strategies
Current status
Results from lab tests

Model validation
Improved design

Suggestions for
integration in the
demo sites

Figure 8: Model development and future steps.
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